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Mutual Aid and the
Baptismal Covenant
"The mutual aid ideal," Dwight Stoltzfus said in his
speech to the fourth biennial delegate meeting of Mennonite Mutual Aid Association, "is that each church
member assumes unlimited liability and responsibility for each other person."
Stoltzfus enlarged on the mutual aid ideal theme by
stating that the ideal is a covenant accepted at baptism.
"Each congregational fellowship," he continued, "has
gifts for sharing living relationships. These gifts may be
limited by the quality of commitment within that particular brotherhood."
He also pointed out that the primary unit for both
spontaneous and organized mutual sharing is the local
fellowship. "However," he added, "sometimes the size
of the emergency may exceed the size of the resources,
showing the need for. multi-congregational sharing.
Stoltzfus is Director of Field Services for MMAA.
The Mennonite Mutual Aid Association is a Christian
fraternal organization devoted to giving expression to
the New Testament injunction to "bear one anothers
burdens." Provisions are made for sharing in hospital
and surgical experiences as well as other potential
areas of financial stress.
The Brethren in Christ Church, through its affiliation
with the Mennonite Central Committee, is also a member of the Mennonite Mutual Aid Association. John
Zercher served as delegate to the recent biennial delegate meeting. He also serves in a liaison relationship
for the denomination and the association and is open
to inquiries from members and from congregations
interested in more information on the sharing ministry
of MMAA.
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Aldersgate Ministers' Conference
January 10, il, 1972

The Canadian Conference is cooperating with other
Holiness Churches in Ontario in the sponsoring of a
Ministers' Conference, January 10, 11, 1972, at the
Kingsview Free Methodist Church, 15 Kingsview Blvd.,
Weston, Toronto, Ontario. Dr. Myron Augsburger is
the guest speaker for the two-day conference. Those
desiring more information should contact Bishop Roy
V. Sider, Box 6-5, Sherkston, Ontario—phone (416)
894-3602.

College Students
and Staff Available

Does your church service need the sparkle of youth or
the challenge of a college professor?
Messiah College students and faculty are prepared to
speak in the Christian education programs, worship
services and special services of your congregation. They
are interested in sharing their Christian faith and
philosophy and how it relates to today's issues: race, war,
peace, witnessing, stewardship, education, business,
professions, etc.
If you would like personnel from Messiah College to
share in your service, contact Ruth T. Hunt, College Relations Associate.
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Editorial
The Original Painting
It is easy to be piously cynical at Christmas. So much
that is a part of the Christmas season is either sentimental or pagan. The noise of battle and the cry of
suffering drown out the angels' song.
A modern Christmas is somewhat similar to a
masterpiece that has been painted over with a crude and
cheap painting. In order to recover the original we need
to remove that which hides it. And as we scrape it away
what we discover is a masterpiece with eternal and contemporary worth.
It's a simple scene of humble characters. A poor
couple, a newborn baby, the shepherds, a stable, and an
out-of-the-way village. So little evidence of power and
might. But that was the night of nights. That scene was
the watershed of history.
Can we pause long enough at the manger to catch the
significance of not only what God did, but how He did it.
We are obsessed with power and wealth and might.
Madison Avenue, megatons, Hollywood, big headlines,
and four-color brochures are our means of doing things.
We miss the point that God enters our history as a babe
in a manger and ended this historical sojourn on a
wooden cross and in a borrowed tomb. The Psalmist
reminds us that God says "Your ways are not my ways."
Jesus reminded the disciples that their concept of power
and position was contrary to the kingdom. He also
reminds us that it is the poor who are blessed and the
meek who will inherit the earth.
But to that simple scene there are brought colors of
joy. For what had happened was good news for ail people
for all time and all times. The shepherds, members of a
despised occupation, returned to their task and station
rejoicing. The wise men were glad as they arrived in their
quest for truth. The angels of God—with longer
perspective—saw this inauspicious event as the initial act
in the drama of redemption. God had moved in to win
back a world which had rebelled against Him. The ruler
of this revolt was certain to be defeated. The rebels were
to be forgiven and reconciled. This baby in the manger
was the first-born of a new race—a creation of which He
would also be Lord and a new kingdom of which he
would be the Head.
We are told that the angels still sing when a rebel turns
over his arms. Men and women still return to the common tasks of life when they have been to the manger but
they return with joy, and wise men still rejoice when they
find Him for whom they seek.
I do not suppose that there is much we can do to
change the observances of Christmas. We can carefully
and prayerfully restore the original meaning as we
remove the accumulation of custom and time. Perhaps
we can learn that it is, in an inauspicious way, through
common means, and among those of simple faith and a
seeking spirit that He will visit us today.
December 25, 1971

Christmas Trees
and People
Each year as a fund raising project the local Kiwanis
Club sells Christmas trees. As a member of this
organization I take my turn at manning the lot where the
trees are sold.
This is an interesting experience—selling trees and
observing people. After I have "stood up" the fourteenth
tree for the careful buyer and spun it around to show the
fullness and contour I will casually observe that trees are
like people—there are no perfect ones.
But too often we expect from people what my careful
Christmas tree buyer looks for in a tree—perfection. We
may be quick to admit that the perfect person does not
exist, yet we act as though we expect it. This has added
implications when we come to this from within the
Christian perspective. We are better prepared to accept
this lack of perfection in one who makes no Christian
profession than we do in one who is a Christian.
From within the Christian context we would make two
observations:
Growth in grace should do something about
imperfections—mine and the other person's. The work
of the Holy Spirit in our lives, the study of God's
Word, and the fellowship in the family of faith—
the church—should add refinement to character
and to manners of life and conduct.
The other observation is that God's grace is as
essential and should be as effective in enabling us to live
with each other in spite of our imperfections as it is in
making us more perfect.
Come to think about it, I do not believe that I ever
brought home a perfect Christmas tree. But I never
recall bringing one home that my family did not think
was beautiful. They didn't notice the imperfections as
they envisioned the lights, the balls, the star on top, and
the brightly tied packages beneath.
And I recall of reading somewhere that those things
that are pure and true and lovely and of good report, are
the things we should think about—which does not give us
much time to think about the imperfections. In the
language of our day even imperfect people are
"beautiful" through eyes of Christian love.

"WINGS OF LOVE"
If you would like to contribute to the "Wings of Love"
project, which made it possible for students who are missionary children to spend Christmas with their families,
you are invited to send your gift to "Wings of Love,"
Student Affairs Office, Messiah College, Grantham,
Penna. 17027.

For God so loved the world, that He gave.

• • • •: • .:• ' '
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Ctetmas is..*.
Beth Frey

CHRISTMAS. At the magic word
the eyes of children grow bright with
anticipation; the eyes of the merchant
glow with the thought of added gain;
the busy mother may sigh at the
thought of even busier days; while for
many people in the world Christmas
simply means gifts with no thought of
the "why."
Memories of Christmas are likely
among our earliest recollections.
Dimly I can bring back the scene of
the giant (at least in my memory)
Christmas tree in my grandfather's
home in Kansas. There were the little
red slippers with the fluffy pompoms,
and the story of Christmas: For God
so loved . . . (understood even before
my third birthday.)

%
Christmases came and went. Then
one year I was teaching—teaching
among strangers—teaching mentally
retarded children. To most of them
Christmas meant long letters to Santa
Claus, gifts, a program in the hall,
and Christmas dinner. The staff was
required to stay in residence over
Christmas so they could help make
Christmas happy for the "children,"
some of whom were sixty years old.
The wonder of that Christmas has
never left me. About 4:00 Christmas
morning I sat upright as the strains of
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing"
swept up the open stairway. For a
moment I thought I must be in heaven
with all the trumpets playing. Then I
Glenn and Beth Frey, with their family, are on furlough from
their assignment in Africa.

realized the many weeks of practice
by the school band. Retarded? Yes,
but they had caught the spirit of
bringing joy to others. Later that day,
after having served Christmas dinner
to the "children" and after visiting
their cottages to admire their gifts and
decorations, I realized that they had
given much more to me than I could
give to them. Christmas was giving
joy to others.
A few days earlier I had stood with
a crowd in the great square of the
John
Wanamaker
store
in
Philadelphia. Homer Rodeheaver led
as the crowd joined in well-loved
Christmas carols. As the carols came
to an end, a massive American flag
was unfurled across the end of the
square and Rodeheaver led the crowd
in singing " T h e Star-Spangled
Banner."
Near me stood an elderly couple,
obviously from "the old country."
She had the usual kerchief tied under
her chin, his coat was a little too long
and they were slightly shabby—it was
war time. My passing curiosity as to
where they had come from was
forgotten as I saw the look on their
faces. They were gazing at that flag
with such a look of love and devotion
that I felt a quick catch in my throat.
For them that Christmas season was
meaning freedom from fear, the right
to go where they pleased, and freedom
to worship how and where they willed.

If
There were many Christmases in
Africa with the traditional giving of

salt to those who attended the midday
service. One year we were sent a
generous gift of money for the missionaries' Christmas dinner. It had
been a year of hunger for the
neighboring people. The staff decided
to get the main items for Christmas
dinner and with the rest of the money,
to pay for dinner for the African
children who were near the mission.
Their joy and excitement brought a
surge of happiness to all our hearts as
we carried the dishes of food to our
several hundred guests. Christmas
had been enriched for all of us by the
service we had been able to give.
Christmas was sharing and serving.
Near Mtshabezi Mission lived a
dear old Christian sister whose
prayers had been an inspiration to
many. Her last years found her in real
poverty, living mainly on the food and
gifts brought in by friends. She was
nevertheless lovingly cared for by her
daughter-in-law who, whenever able
to do so, took any job available which
would help to keep the large family
together. The grandmother went to be
with the Lord in the winter of 1970.
Again the year had been hard and
the missionaries decided to take food
and clothing parcels to various homes
in the community. It was our privilege
to take a Christmas bundle to the
home of the daughter-in-law. She was
overwhelmed by the gift, happily
joined in the short devotional period,
then with tears running down her
cheeks she said, "I thought you would
m a y b e f o r g e t me now t h a t
Grandmother is gone." Christmas
was the joy of being remembered and
the joy of remembering His words,
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these, my brethren,
ye have done it unto me."
Evangelical Visitor

Each family builds up its own
special Christmas traditions. One of
ours was started by the children when
they were very small. We would be
given orders not to get up early
Christmas morning. We would hear
the patter of little feet to the kitchen,
followed by the clatter of pans and the
rattle of cups and saucers. Often there
was quite a commotion as they
struggled to pump the little pressure
oil stove to make hot water. Building
fire in the wood stove was beyond
them. Finally the little procession
would start for the bedroom, pushing
the squeaking teacart. It would lurch

over the doorsill as happy voices cried
"Merry Christmas." Then we would
be presented with cups half full of
lukewarm coffee. The look of joy and
love on their faces told that Christmas
meant doing for others because we
love them. The tradition has continued. Now the cups are full of piping
hot coffee, but the love and "will to
do" for those they love is the same.

But what does Christmas really
mean to us in 1971 when we hear so
many conflicting voices? Do we, like
the wise men of old, still bow before

the Word Made Flesh, or do we forget
that the Babe of Bethlehem is the Son
of God? Do we remember that in all
of life He should be King, or are we
blinded by the tinsel and glitter of the
season? And there is so much
glitter . . . never has so much been
enjoyed by so few while so many
starve and suffer for lack of life's
barest necessities.
Could it be that at this Christmas
season each of us would examine
anew our Christian commitment, our
concept of Christian stewardship?
Could we look at our plenty, and
forgo a few planned pleasures? Could
it be that we might see suffering
humanity as our Master sees it? And
having seen, let us go forward,
knowing that for each of us,
Christmas is . . ..giving Christ all.

Religion in Review

1971—Kingdom against Kingdom
Norman B. Rohrer
Like the shifting patterns of a
kaleidoscope, the events of 1971
altered the face of American society
in unDrecedented wavs.
Religious headlines gave top billing
to the J e s u s r e v o l u t i o n , the
charismatic movment among Roman
Catholics, prayer in public schools
and federal aid to private schools.
Bibles blossomed under the arms of
youth as a real and genuine movement
of God's Spirit rolled across the land,
but the seeds of heresy lay in the
amorphous Jesus movement. From
Broadway's rock opera "Jesus Christ
Superstar" to the garish movie ads
announcing in bold letters over
motorcycles: "The Jesus Trip," the
name was exploited. The top forty
tunes included "Amazing Grace,"
"Spirit in the Sky," and, "Put Your
Hand in the Hand of the Man from
Galilee." Hollywood seized the Name
for commercial gain, but thousands of
young people worshipped. They
waded into oceans for mass baptisms,
gathered in home churches for Bible
study, and found a way out of their
hang-ups with drugs.
The writer is Director of Evangelical Press News Service. This
survey is prepared each year as a service to members of the
Evangelical Press Association.
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Roman Catholics began moving
from a liturgical to a personal confrontation with Jesus Christ. It began
with an acceptance by Catholic
laymen of the vernacular in the Mass,
resulting in a new approach to
catechetical training which led to
changed fives radiating the joy of
Jesus Christ. Some 4,000 Catholic
Pentecostals gathered at Notre Dame
to "sing a new song" to a Church they
believed needs to find renewal
through the Spirit. Increasing
numbers hoped that the Pentecostal
revival would restore a needed
balance between piety and theology.
Trends
This was the year when venereal
disease raced out of control in the
wake of new sexual freedom. Homosexuals demanded, and received, permission to "marry" by "adopting"
each other and to serve as pastors of
gay congregations. New abortion laws
were termed a "new barbarism," and
the theology of ecology consumed
the zeal of increasing numbers of
Americans.
The curtain fell on a decade of war
in Vietnam. America's toll: 54,500
GIs dead (45,000 killed in actual com-

bat); 300,000 wounded; and a
monetary expenditure that produced
fiscal chaos.
Some 12,000 people every day . . .
seven people every minute . . . died
somewhere in the world of 1971 from
starvation or extreme malnutrition,
according to Larry Ward, president of
F o o d for t h e H u n g r y . B u t
evangelicals increasingly added social
concern to their orthodoxy, as seen in
the global relief efforts of the World
Relief Commission and other
agencies.
A Chicago educator found the
average American in 1971 "more confused . . . more frustrated," despite
unprecedented technological advances. TV commercials kicked the
smoking habit, but cigarette sales
continued to rise. Crime also was up.
Lutheran Hour radio speaker Oswald
Hoffman found the nation without
joy.
An e c o n o m i c s l u m p had a
beneficial fallout: More people in the
inner-city were returning to church. A
national opinion poll showed that 47
percent of Americans believed
inflation, unemployment, division,
to page six

1971—KINGDOM AGAINST KINGDOM
from page five

and big business will destroy the
nation's civil order.
Sexual liberation, so callously
touted in the year's best-selling book,
Love Story, was seen to result not in
a pinnacle of human fulfillment but in
fiat and tasteless experiences resulting
in superficial emotional relationships.
Guilt over care for the aged increased, resulting in better health
care and in a suggested "ultimate"
accommodation: a lethal bed-side pill
for suffering patients to take if they
can stand the pain no longer.
Additional trends: growing scenes
of witchcraft and voodoo; the first
micro-fiche theological reference
library; alcholic drinks served to 18year-old customers in Illinois;
humanistic funeral rites introduced
for non-Christian mourners; Carl
Mclntire's rallies in San Clemente
and Washington protesting the plight
of American POWs in Indochina and
the President's announced visit to
China.
Evangelist Billy Graham, 52, began
the year exhausted following minor
surgery on a salivary gland. He was
forced into extended rest but he later
held huge crusades in Lexington, Ky.,
Chicago and Dallas and enjoyed "the
day of my life" in Charlotte. Among
the guests at "Billy Graham Day"
October 15 were Mr. and Mrs.
Richard M. Nixon.
Denominations
Contrasted with the disorganized
religion of the Jesus people, the
organized religion of denominational
Christianity flourished.
The 1971 Yearbook of American
Churches showed that membership in
230 U.S. church bodies rose 35,348 to
an all-time record of 128,505,084. The
rise did not keep pace with the
population rise of 1.1 percent,
however. The church gains were only
.03 percent.
Nazarenes reached a half-million
membership; 10,000 people attended
the 34th Assemblies of God council;
Mennonites, after reactions against
the Finery of Chicago's Conrad Hilton
Hotel, moved the site of their AllMennonite Consultation called
" P r o b e ' 7 2 " to Minneapolis; a
d e t e r m i n e d g r o u p within the
Presbyterian Church U.S. (Southern)
began planning for a seperate
"Continuing Presbyterian Church"
when its denomination considered
merger with the United Presbyterian
Church U.S.A.
Dr. L. Nelson Bell withdrew from
his editorial position with The

Presbyterian Journal when a decision
was made by four independent
organizations within the conservative
wing to set up a steering committee to
plan and promote a course of action
that seemed likely to him to be
leading to division in the church. 1971
was the bicentennial of the arrival of
Francis Asbury on the American continent. Men and women in the holiness tradition celebrated appropriately October 26-28 at Asbury
College and Seminary.
Eighty-eight percent of Protestant
clergymen with 15 years' tenure or
more who participated in a national
study said they received salaries lower
than they should be receiving.
Innovative churchmen created new
modes of worship. One was a "family
concept" church with 24-hour service
and a resident minister. Another
church set Tuesday evening as its
stated time of Sunday school and
worship.
The 2.8 million Missouri-Synod
Lutherans were torn by the "carelessly ecumenical" and the "jealously
separatistic." Congregations began
bolting the fellowship following the
July convention in Milwaukee.
The United Methodist Board of
Missions received $1,266,753 in war
claims under a law passed by the 91st
Congress stemming from World War
II damage overseas.
The Christian and Missionary
A l l i a n c e a n n o u n c e d sweeping
reorganization of the leadership
structure to achieve greater unity, to
differentiate between policy-making
and administrative roles, and to
define accountability more clearly.
The American Council of Christian
Churches spent $ 10,000 in a lawsuit to
keep founding member Carl McIntire from structuring a dual organization. Mclntire was barred permanently from the association.
Missions
12,300 students opened the year in
prayer at Inter-Varsity's 9th triennial missionary conference. They
were in no mood for status quo, contending for a new mission order.
A new mood of U.S. isolationism
could be seen and this was felt by missionaries. But their cause flourished in
1971—despite the punctuations of
persecution. China: A glimpse behind
the bamboo curtain showed the
struggling church alive; India:
Another cut in missionaries reduced
the number of foreign Christian
personnel to 2,469, half the 1954
figure; Formosa: A Methodist couple
who described Nationalist China as
a "police state" were ousted;

Guatemalans burned to the ground a
new Baptist chapel; Missionary
Aviation Fellowship lost five people
in three crashes; Eastern Malaysia
citizens persecuted missionaries, as
did East Pakistan, Bolivia, and
countries of Africa.
Publishing
Liberal journals declined, conservative periodicals held steady, and
the evangelical book market remained remarkably healthy. A trio
of press associations (Catholic Press
Association, Associated Church
Press, Evangelical Press Association)
spent $8,652.10 lobbying against confiscatory postal increases that loomed
ominously. The issue remained
unresolved.
Bible reading increased as editions
of the Scriptures abounded. Ken
Taylor finished the paraphrased
Living Bible, and Catholics released
their first ecumenical edition of the
Scriptures to be granted an imprimatur from R o m e . T h e New
American Standard Bible, developed
by the Lockman Foundation, was
released through a group of publishers
including Regal Books Division of
Gospel Light Publications and
Creation House. Psalms for Modern
Man appeared in paperback from the
American Bible Society. Gideon
Bibles reached the 100 millionth
bedside. Underground papers thrived,
while slicks died. Missionary
enterprise lost its prestigious World
Vision Magazine which merged with
the sponsoring agency's Heartline. In
Canada, The Enquirer tabloid made a
hesitant then a booming start. Angry
citizens succeeded in closing pornographic book stores and college
editors pushed their editorial freedom
to the limit. The Wittenburg Door
("Mad magazine of Christian publications") fired up its boilers to
make a fresh start.
Church and State
Protestants dominated the U.S.
Congress with 74.3 percent of the
membership. 18.3 percent were
Catholics; 2.3 percent were Jewish
and fractional percentages accounted
for those of other faiths or none.
Two c h u r c h - s t a t e h e a d l i n e s
dominated the 1971 news: The
h i s t o r i c fight to allow nondenominational prayer in public
schools and the attempts to channel
federal aid to private schools.
More religious leaders opposed the
prayer ammendment than supported
it, so the measure lost on November
8, but proponents vowed to try again.
Even attempts to arrange silent
Evangelical Visitor

prayer were soundly defeated in New
Jersey and New York lawsuits.
Lobby groups fought hard for
federal aid to private schools but
vigorous opposition labeled it a threat
to religious freedom and scotched the
efforts. President Nixon's pledge of
tax relief to parents with children in
private schools in a banquet speech to
Roman Catholic editors was branded
a political ploy and dismissed as
unworkable. Americans United for
Separation of Church and State met
the issue squarely in Kentucky with a
law suit against federal salaries for
teachers in parochial schools.
Sentiment to keep church and state
separate ran high in 1971. Several
churches voluntarily paid property
taxes and a survey found most
Americans favoring the removal of
tax-exemptions accorded churches.
Education
Christian colleges said they were in
trouble, but no retrenching could be
observed. New colleges announced in
1971 included Heritage Christian
College, Anaheim, Calif.; HylesAnderson Bible College, Hammond,
Ind.; The People's Church Elementary
School, Toronto; Arizona College of
the Bible; and the Southern California
Reformation College. The new
Biblical Theological Seminary was
begun by Dr. Allan McRae who took
his students with him when he broke
with Faith Theological Seminary. The
eyes of the nation watched the
innovative Sattellite Christian
Institute of San Diego which
specialized in Christian leadership
training for students already enrolled
for c o u r s e s in t a x - s u p p o r t e d
universities. The institution reported
an enrollment increase of 500 percent
at the start of its second year.
Bob Jones University, the nation's
largest Christian school, relaxed
slightly its policies to admit
blacks—but only those who are
married.
In the face of realism concerning
soaring costs, 10 liberal arts Christian
colleges [including Messiah College]
established a consortium which its
members say will benefit all and lead
eventually to an international
Christian university.
Mrs. Madalyn Murray O'Hair, the
nation's most popular atheist, announced plans to open an atheist
university.
Race
Few minority groups joined the
Jesus movement ("we don't want to
be sidetracked into the white, middleclass movement because we've found
December 25, 1971

reality in our thrust for basic human
rights"), but blacks made substantial
gains in 1971. Huey Newton, Black
Panther Defense Minister, surprised
friend and foe by announcing he
would henceforth seek to correct evils
in society by returning to the church.
The welcome for the barbed
message of Black Evangelist Tom
Skinner began wearing a bit thin.
Moody Bible Institute took him off its
broadcast for excessive political involvement. Muhammed Kenyatta of the
Black Economic Development
Conference was the lone churchstormer in 1971. He demanded
reparations for blacks after "occupying" an ecumenical service for peace
in Philadelphia led by dignitaries of
Protestant and Catholic churches.
The congregation loudly chorused
"No!" when he demanded to be
heard. Kenyatta left without making
a scene.
U.S. churches in 1971 earmarked
more than $2.2 million for deposits in
minority-controlled banks through a
government program.
A storm of protest arose when
United Presbyterians contributed
$10,000 to the Angela Davis legal defense fund but it cooled when black
clergymen collectively paid it back.
According to a Harris Poll, only 16
percent of the American blacks felt
white churches "really care" about
achieving racial equality.
People
Women blazed new trails in 1971.
Mrs. Marcus Rohlfs was voted
president of the American Baptist
Convention; Rev. (Mrs.) Lorraine K.
Potter»became the first female Baptist
minister ordained in Rhode Island;
the first teenager elected an elder in
the United Presbyterian Church of
Kansas was Kay Stoddard, 18; Ann
Muilenberg, 19, was elected to a
three-year term as elder of the La
Jolla (Calif.) Presbyterian Church;
Mrs. Alicia Vereide Davison was
named Churchwoman of the Year by
Religious Heritage of America; and
Tricia Nixon, a "birthright Quaker,"
wed an Episcopalian in the White
House in June.
The "oldest" American died in
1971—Sylvester Magee, at age 130
years. Former Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell resigned as pastor of
the Abyssinian Baptist Church of
Harlem; Pat Boone was disciplined by
ouster from the Church of Christ for
his role in the Jesus movement;
George Sweeting became the sixth
president of the Moody Bible
Institute in Chicago; C. Charles Van
Ness of Elgin, Illinois, was elected

p r e s i d e n t of the 2 3 - y e a r - o l d
Evangelical Press Association.
Deaths
Two brilliant archaeologists—
William F. Albright and Nelson
Glueck—died in 1971, as did the
world renowned theologian Reinhold
Neibuhr.
Death took also multi-millionaire
J. Howard Pew at 89 in Philadelphia.
He was the head of Sun Oil Company
whose money supported many conservative evangelical causes.
C a n c e r took Dr. William
Culbertson who only 100 days earlier
had become the first Chancellor of
Moody Bible Institute after he
stepped down as the school's fifth
president.
J. C. Penney, noted Christian entrepreneur, died at 95. And a man of
opposite tastes, goals, and attainm e n t s , also passed from the
scene—the eccentric "Prophet Jones"
of Detroit.
1971—what a year! With divine
irony God reached beyond our
institutions and programs to seize an
assortment of disciples in unlikely
clothing and vocabulary to preach His
name to the lost. Secular people, like
the heathen sailors on the ship to
Tarshish, sought out the people of
God and demanded: "How is it that
you are sleeping? Get up, call on your
God."
People were spiritually hungry.
They had a fear of massive forces
which they were not able to control.
The situation opened the thinking of
many to occult phenomena. It also
gave Christians the opportunity to fill
that void with the true message of
Biblical supernaturalism.
In 1971 the Chaplain of the U.S.
Senate exclaimed: "America must
remain a great bastion of spiritual
power," but Dr. Yu-Tang Daniel
Lew, ambassador and senior adviser
of the ousted Nationalist Chinese
delegation to the United Nations,
warned: "Unless the United States
develops a spiritual ideology—
returning to its historical roots as a
nation 'under God'—it will not be
able to stop Communist expansion."
Yu-Tang believed the U.S. lost its
fight to keep Taiwan in the UN because it does not have an ideology
which can win men's minds and hearts.
The blue-brown watery planet kept
spinning. Yet another year the Lord
delayed His coming, giving each a
fresh slate for a new year.
Not even God can change the past,
so the record of 1971 will remain
forever as it was lived in noble or
ignoble pursuits.

And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.

The baby lying in the manger, the angelic choir
hovering over the flocks, the wise men trekking over
miles of desert—it is easy to become so enthralled
with this Christmas tableau that we fail to grasp the
underlying significance: God becoming incarnate in
human flesh. Many have expressed their thoughts on
what the Incarnation involved—Christ leaving the
courts of glory to live among sinful men, accepting
hurt and hostility and rejection. It is certain that no
one can fully understand all that was involved in
Christ's Incarnation.
One wonders if the Incarnation of our Lord might
provide an example for us, His followers, as we live
and move in this world. (We know that Peter felt that
the suffering of Christ left us an example—I Peter
2:21). Being sent into a hostile environ-

ment . . . bearing the good news of redemption for
man . . . empowered and directed by the Holy Spirit
of God—are not these and other elements of the
Incarnation relevant to our lives as disciples of
Christ, children of God?
The following article, written in Bolivia by a
volunteer in TAP (Teachers Abroad Program), was
not designed to be a Christmas meditation. The
author is not reflecting on the Incarnation of Christ,
neither does he touch on all the spiritual and physical
needs of mankind. But at this Christmas season, let
me suggest that you read it from the perspective of
the Incarnation. Then ask yourself the question,
Should not we all be walking down some "long,
narrow street," where we are brought face-to-face
with our fellowman—and all his urgent needs?
—Page Editor

Down a Long Narrow Street
James Semadeni
It is suddenly the narrowest, most frightening street
I've ever walked down. But it is also the only street I can
walk down, and even though the dirt and the trash and
smell are almost unbearable, these are not the, things I
fear as much as the old man.
He seems to be an old man, although he may just have
been made to seem old. He sits on one side of the gate to
the church in a crooked way that no one else could ever
imitate. He can't move himself, except for one crooked
arm with an upturned palm, and his neck which bobs his
head at everyone who walks by, not in greeting, but in a
terrible way that is both plea and accusation at the same
time.
I am watching other people walk by him, and they are
all kinds of people. I see a rich lady stop and give him a
whole peso. She seems to want to shout her "may-Godbless" so that everyone can turn and take notice. The old
man's claw-like fingers snatch at the coin as if it might
disappear and then pop it into what was once a pocket.
Then his hand is out to the next person, who seems to be
intensely interested in the nothingness on the other side
of the street and, by some chance, fails to see the
crumpled old man bob his head. All the other people
seem to have rehearsed the same two ways to walk by
him.
No one touches the hideous hand, no one seems really
to rnean for God's blessing to happen. No one sits down
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beside the ragged old man and asks him how he is.
And now it is I who must walk past him. I cannot stop
to rehearse, for this is a very busy street, and I can only
go this way. I must pass this old man, and then (for I can
see beyond him to the other side of the church gate) the
young man with no legs who sits on a little cart. He has a
battered felt hat—top down on his lap—to catch coins.
And beyond him is the frightened old lady huddled
against the wall, so afraid yet desperate enough to
huddle there in her rusty black rags and hold out her
hand. Beyond her is the blind man sitting on a box
playing his reed flute and kicking the box with his heels
for a drum. He uses a tin can to catch the coins; that way
he knows when he has one and he can take it out before
someone comes and steals it. And now that I can also
see the little boy who takes the bones off my plate when
I'm finished eating, I cannot bear to look further.
Besides, I have to keep going. I cannot stop here.
I am so afraid. Can I say "may God bless" convincingly enough? Can I appreciate the nothingness on
the other side of the street enough to keep my mind
together and blank! Could I really care how a twisted
old man or a frighened old woman or a hungry child
might be?
I am so afraid. This is the longest, narrowest street
I've ever had to walk down.
Evangelical Visitor

No Cheap Fabric
for Sale
Eleanor Ginder

Ma Ndlovu

Week after week slowly crept by
Many community women had
registered at the beginning of the year
for the sewing and cooking clubs, but
had lost interest when they realized it
would not be an opportunity for
buying cheap fabrics purchased
wholesale by the Mission. It was
frustrating to p r e p a r e a demonstration, and then see only one or
two ladies show up. I tried many
approaches to stir up interest, but
with no results. The cheap fabric
would have brought them, but I felt
that time could be spent better in
teaching lessons rather than selling
yard goods.
Each Wednesday, as I would go out
to wait for the women to come to
club, I would find the same little lady
sitting under the tree. We became well
acquainted as we sat together week
after week, waiting for the others to
come. I learned that she was not a
Christian, and often reminded the
Lord of my desire to win her. Ma
Ndlovu was energetic, friendly, and a
forceful person. The possibility of her
being a Christian witness in the community was exciting.
Club day after club day passed,
bringing the end of the year. The
women's club would be closed for the
holiday season. In a way I was glad;
my initial enthusiasm had been
smothered by the lack of enthusiasm
of the community. I must find a new
idea! Perhaps the distance is too far to
walk . . . maybe club centers nearer
the women's villages would be the
answer. And what about this little
lady during the holidays? Iwent to see
another Christian lady in her area and
asked her to keep in touch with Ma
Ndlovu. When she visited her, Ma
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Ndlovu said, "Yes, they are ever
following my soul."
The holidays ended, the clubs were
started at centers nearer the outlying
villages, and progressed much more
successfully. Ma Ndlovu was chosen
to lead the club in her area.
A few m o n t h s later D o n n a
Solienberger and I went to see her at
her village. We talked about the club,
water problems, their work . . . then
our talk turned to spiritual things.
Donna read scripture to the family
group. Then I said that I would pray,
and if anyone wanted to repent, they
could begin to pray after I finished.
Immediately after I prayed, Ma
Ndlovu asked if we could sing a song
from the hymn book. She wants to
sing just to evade the issue, I thought.
But her face was full of conviction.
Then I noticed the title: "Take Away
All My Sin." I watched her face as we
sang; it was full of misery. I planned
to ask her if this was her prayer, but I
didn't have the chance, for she was on
her knees by the end of the song. She

said, "You know me; the Lord knows
me; He knows my need; I'm here
now. I want my husband to pray now
for God to give me what I need." As
he prayed, we could sense the Spirit of
God so near.
Walking with us to the car she said,
"God has been following me as I
gather wood, when I'm carrying
water, when I go to club, and when
I'm cooking. Now I know some other
women who need this same thing."
Already she was eager to share her
joy.
Some weeks later she visited me at
the Mission. I told her of two other
ladies who had recently accepted
Jesus. Ma Ndlovu's eyes became very
bright. She hugged her knitting close
to her face and beamed. "Soon there
will be many of us."
We had "wasted time" sitting
together waiting for other ladies to
arrive for club—some of whom never
came since there was no cheap fabric
for sale. God considered it "profitable
time," and through it saved a soul.

Mission Memos

Departures for Africa

Arrivals from Africa
Dec. 16—Lois Jean Sider ( M a t o p o
Secondary School), with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Christian Sider, who were visiting
Brethren in Christ Missions in Africa.
Dec. 17—Ira (Pete) and Miriam Stern (Field
Secretary, Youngways Hostel), less than three
weeks after the passing away of his father,
Earl Stern; and Fannie Longenecker (Choma
Bible Institute), furloughing in Kansas.
Arrival from India
Mid-January—Esther Book (Saharsa Day
School).

Jan. 2—Lome and Lois Ruegg and children
(VS) to Choma Secondary School.
Jan. 3—Edith Miller to Macha Secondary
School; Naomi Hykes (VS) to Choma
Bookroom.
Jan. 16 (as part of a special, low-cost missionary charter flight)—Jacob and Nancy
Shenk and sons to Extension Seminary
assignment in Rhodesia; Edna Switzer as
Secretary to the Rhodesian Bishop; Sharon
Weisser to language study and then Wanezi
Secondary School; Daryl Climenhaga (VS) to
Matopo Secondary School.
Jan. 24—Bruce and Marilyn Sider for a
short-term assignment as electrician at Matopo
Secondary School.

Banmankhi
Bible Institute
Harvey Sider
"Sahib Ji, when will the Bible
School start?" The date was given,
then:
"But how can I come? This has
been a hard year. The rains destroyed
the crops. I have a family to support
and no money."
The solution: I provided a week's
work for this eager young man. The
work finished—his family temporarily cared for—Josiah was able to
participate in the Institute. .
For two weeks in September and
two weeks in November, sixteen lay
and full-time church leaders gathered
at Banmankhi for the Fourth Annual
Bible Institute. Most of these people
are farmers or day laborers. Hence
these concentrated study times of
short duration are extremely practical
since their means of livelihood is
uninterrupted. At the same time,
valuable lessons are incorporated into
their cultural backgrounds.
This year, James Cober, John Sider
and Harvey Sider concentrated on a
Rev. Sider is the General Superintendent, India Mission.

Harvey Sider turns to the blackboard to emphasize a point.

narrow variety of subjects including:
Minor Prophets, Pastoral Epistles,
and Sermon Preparation. Because of
strong communist influences in
Southeast Asia, a study of the communist take-over of the Chinese
church brought into focus many comparative points for the Indian church.
Three world religions which surround
our local people (Hinduism, Islam,
and Buddhism) were discussed and
studied in light of the Word of God.
In this latter class, Benjamin often
displayed disgust as well as his strong
convictions. On numerous occasions
he kept interrupting the explanation
of another religion by exclaiming,
"But the Bible says . . ."
We did not conclude with the
regular, formal closing program of
music and speeches. Instead, for forty
minutes there was an open discussion
by the group concerning the improvement of the Institute. Various
valuable suggestions were made,
which should contribute to a greater
significance of the forthcoming Bible
Institutes.

The annual missionary meeting in Japan was held
October 18-20. This is the "occasion of the year," as the
widely-separated missionary couples gather together to
evaluate the year's work, to look at the opportunities for
further outreach, and to share in fellowship and spiritual
encouragement. Each VS and missionary couple led a
devotional session during the three-day meeting. Earl
Musser, Director of Missions, was also present to share
in the sessions.
A significant event in the Japanese church in the past
year was the beginning of a "Brethren in Christ
Fellowship," comprised of the four larger congregations
in Yamaguchi province. The impetus for this Fellowship
comes from the Japanese Christians, who sense a need
for increasing the lines of communion and fellowship
between the congregations.

Moonsey Mirandi takes notes in the Institute
class.

Japan Missionaries Meet

Right: The mission staff is composed of three missionary couples and
two voluntary service couples. From left to right: Tim and Nancy Botts
(VS), Earl Musser (Director of Missions), Marlin and Ruth Zook and
family, Dwight and Carol Thomas (VS), Doyle and Thelma Book, and
John and Lucille Graybill and family.
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Quantity and Quality
George Coulter

Occasionally I am asked the
question, "Is holiness being preached
as much today as in former years?"
Sometimes the question is a
challenge, and I sense that the
questioner feels that he already knows
the answer. Sometimes I detect a note
of yearning to hear from the pulpit
fresh expositions of that doctrine
which should be characteristic of our
ministry.
We are justified in our concern that
holiness shall not become an
"occasional" sermon topic. The
evident hunger of our people for a
deeper understanding of holiness is a
sure sign that we need more holiness
preaching—much more than we are
getting.
But even more important than
quantity is the quality of holiness
preaching. Frequent exhortations to
an experience or incidental references
to a "second work of grace" are not
adequate to enlighten and attract men
to holiness.
Holiness preaching must major on
content. It must be firmly grounded
on biblical truth. As Dr. W. T.
Purkiser says, "The doctrine of
Christian holiness is based upon the
total thrust of the Scriptures. It is not
merely a thread or line of truth
running through the Word of God. It
is rather a network of teaching which
is an essential part of the fabric of the
whole." A grasp of this "total thrust
of the Scriptures" is essential to
sound theology and dynamic communication of truth.
True holiness preaching by the help
of the Spirit brings men to that crisis
which is known as "the second work
of grace." There is an urgency in the
Scriptures which demands that
Christians purge themselves, pursue
sanctification, perfect holiness, yield
themselves to God, and present their
bodies as a living sacrifice to God.
Holiness preaching must bring men to
decisions that are biblical, basic,
clean-cut, and sharp.
Holiness preaching must look
beyond the crisis experience. It must
recognize the necessity for growth in
love and provide enlightenment and
instruction in holy living. The
The writer is a General Superintendent of the Church of the
Nazarene. This article is reprinted from the Nazarene
Preacher.
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cleansing experience can be maintained in the presence of the Holy
Spirit.
What resources are available!
What gracious help the Holy Spirit
provides! What a glorious truth to
proclaim—holiness—"an experience
subsequent to justification; attainable
in this life; the gift of God's grace
through faith; that makes possible the
loving of God with all the heart, mind,
soul and strength—and one's

neighbor as oneself; the cleansing of
those qualities that are not Christlike,
not precluding the possibility of mistakes and involuntary violations of
the absolute law of God through the
infirmities attendant upon the human
body; that demands that spiritual
growth shall follow the attainment of
this experience."
Let us have quantity and quality in
the proclamation and portrayal of
scriptural holiness.

This "Parson to Person" has been taken from
"Mountain View News," Mountain View
Brethren in Christ Church, Colorado Springs.
Keith D. Ulery is the pastor.

Parson to Person
T h e church is not perfect.
Sometimes the faults are obvious.
Other times they may need to be
"uncovered" to be recognized and
defined, but always they are there.
But isn't is foolish to publicize
them? Consider the manager of the
local business establishment. He has
problems in his business. The
employees are not always "ideal"; the
merchandise is not always up to the
ideal s t a n d a r d s ; the d i s p l a y s
sometimes lack imagination and
originality; and the lists could go on
and on.
So what does Mr. Businessman do?
Does he proclaim to the public all the
faults, failures and problems of his
business? Does he carefully call their
attention to all the areas where his
business is failing? Of course not! He
works diligently to correct all the
f a u l t s a n d f a i l u r e s of his
establishment (even though he may
know he will never fully succeed)
while to the public—the ones to whom
he is appealing, and the ones who
need the product he is offering—he
says little or nothing about the
problems of his business.

Is this being hypocritical? Does this
mean he is "hiding his head under the
sand" and pretending that problems
just do not exist? Does this mean he
has no intention of dealing with the
problems? No! No! It simply means
that Mr. Businessman recognizes that
in order to succeed, he must
"accentuate the positive" publicly,
while privately he earnestly strives to
"eliminate the negative."
If the business is not his and he is
but the manager or an employee, he
still owes his loyalty and allegiance to
the business; and if he cannot give it,
then by all the rules of decency, he
ought to quit. It is just not right to
draw a paycheck from a business
which he constantly downgrades and
despises—not withstanding the faults
and failures that may justify the
criticism.
The moral is obvious. As a part of
our church, we do not close our eyes
to whatever faults it may possess, but
we do close our mouths to them so far
as the one who needs our Savior is
concerned.
II

Needs change as children become youth and
youth adults and as adults pass through the
stages of responsibilities.

Meeting Spiritual Needs
David McBeth

The ultimate interest of Christian education is to meet
the spiritual needs of people. However, many times
golden opportunities are overlooked because we are not
alert to the needs of people at a given age. Let us now try
to identify some of these unique opportunities.
Nursery Child
While many would wonder concerning the spiritual
impact one can make on the 2 and 3 year old, it is increasingly obvious that such an impact is possible. Some
profound questions about God may be asked at this age.
The child can appreciate the fact that God loves him.
Most important, the child is "catching" his religion
from his associates.
Kindergarten Child
His concept of God is a person who is bigger
physically. Usually he will believe readily the things you
tell him about God. His knowledge about right and
wrong is limited, but this does not keep him from asking
many questions, including some very difficult ones. If
there has been a death in the family, this may be one of
the subjects for questions. Remember also that a child at
this age can experience real worship.
Primary Child

The child in the early grades of school can enjoy
spiritual activities. He has a rapidly growing
understanding of God. He asks about heaven and
death, is anxious to please God and teacher. He may
be ready to accept Christ as Savior, but the wise leader
will be cautious lest the child is pleasing the leader
rather than meeting his own spiritual need.
Junior Child

Children this age are naturally religious, that is they
recognize sin and are interested in doing something
about it. He will set high standards for himself and
others. He is practical about his religion, not emotional.
This is probably the best age for accepting Christ and
under appropriate guidance the junior can develop a
meaningful devotional life.

Junior High Youth
Be sure he accepts Christ if he has not already done
so. He has a practical religion and for this reason can be
interested in service projects. He seeks an ideal and the
leader may become that person. Because of varying
opinions he may begin to wrestle with doubts.

The writer is a member of the denominational Board of Christian Education and is secretary
of*the Commission on Sunday School.
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Senior High Youth
Youth of this age want to be involved. Their faith is
personal and the response may be emotional. However,
because of greater education and mental development
doubts may increase. On the other hand, there is a
greater understanding of abstract religious truths as well
as appreciation of reverence. A word of caution—be
ready for spiritual lapses.
College Youth
This is probably the most perplexing age. Some
become disillusioned, even rebellious. This may be part
of trying to find a reason for one's faith. At this age
spiritual habits are being set. Given the appropriate
opportunities, young people are looking for a place of
service. The more a leader can encourage thinking of
God in a personal way, the more college youth will be
helped through these troublesome years.
Young Adults
These persons are rapidly taking their place in the
world of work. Those without children may be casual in
their relationships to the church because of their
mobility. Those with children may be able to be involved
only on a limited basis because of family responsibility.
As with all adults, these are potentially persons
spiritually concerned or spiritually indifferent and all the
varying degrees between.
Middle Adults
The backbone of the church or society characterizes
this group. They carry the heavy responsibility for the
ongoing of most programs. Not only are they concerned
about the spiritual welfare of others, they also are
especially concerned about the spiritual welfare of their
families. Those who are not Christians can become very
hardened to the Christian opportunities around them.
Senior Adults
Because of lightening of responsibility, some will
begin to feel useless. Within the church there is much to
be done, but it will take creative leadership to utilize
effectively the talents available. With the increase in
leisure time, some senior adults will be tempted to doubt
some of the long held spiritual assurances. For those not
Christians the opportunity for salvation is nearly
terminated. In spite of this, some do seek God at this
late date.
While not exhaustive, this has been an effort to bring
together some factors which need to be considered by
those in Christian education. As an astute leader, you
may observe many more factors which will help in
effectively ministering God's Word.
Evangelical Visitor

Youth Revolt
Is It Really Over?

Is the youth revolt really over? Observers point to a
"changing mood" among the young, or a "new
maturity." Whatever it is, it has produced a period of
relative outward calm after nearly a decade of increasingly aggressive protests, demonstrations, sit-ins,
riots, marches, and so on. Trying to find out why, U.S.
News and World Report cited these factors:
1. Revulsion over violence, vandalism, bank-robbing
and bombing by more radical elements. Perhaps the corner was turned when a graduate student was killed in the
bombing of a U. of Wisconsin lab.
2. The free and easy use of drugs has spawned a host
of problems: mental illness, suicide, drop-outs, and
crime.
3. Sexual promiscuity has "backfired" and boosted
venereal disease and illegitimacy.
4. The hopes, dreams and plans for reshaping
establishment society did not materialize.
5. Some of youth culture's brightest stars have wound
up suicides. Thousands of youths chasing the rainbow
found instead "bad trips," disease, mental illness,
prostitution, and so on.
6. Kent State shootings brought sober realization
that violence is two-edged and that radicals are
outgunned.
7. Black students and blue-collar workers alike were
turned off by the youth movement's glamorization of
poverty and its scorn of traditional values such as
patriotism, hard work and the family.
Christian Science Monitor columnist William
Stringer explained the change in students this way:
1. Nothing matures one like discovering that no job is
readily available at the end of the college rainbow.
2. Radicals learned that many young people,
especially those not in college, want to participate in the
American system, not wreck it.
3. They learned how much remains to be done to
make their political activism effective in an election.
4. They began to focus on problems "inside" rather
than outside of themselves. Evidence in this is seen in
more studying, appreciation of concerts and lecture
series, even intramural sports. Last June 78 percent of
Harvard's men graduates won honors, compared with
73 percent in 1970 and 53 percent in 1961.

Youth More Open
To Christian Options

Many students are disillusioned by the irrelevance of
their schooling to the kinds of changes they are seeking
in society. A junior at the U. of Wisconsin says that
before she became a Christian a year ago, she had concluded that she couldn't know anything for certain. She
dragged from class to class in the "muddle of
specialization" where she was told that situations were
too complex to come to any conclusions about reality.
She concluded that all that was left for her was to have
"good experiences."
Many youth are caught in these tensions. When confrontation tactics did not bring the kinds of changes they
wanted, they withdrew to try to forget the past and to
think things through again.
This two-fold dilemma—inability to effect change and
to find "good experiences"—contributes to youth's
openness to Jesus Christ. A campus youth worker
explains:
"I am finding more students in real depression . . . no
goals, no valiant causes to talk about or join in, no other
campus groups with any worthwhile objectives. People
seem more willing to sit and talk about reality in Christ
simply because it is a more viable option at present."
Not all who talk are willing to make personal commitments. Because of their rejection of authority in the
realms of truth and morals, they are unwilling to submit
to the Christ of the Scriptures.
On the other hand, there's this to consider: Some of
youth's interest in Christian alternatives is tied to the
obvious Christian confidence in truth. Christian students
also have these things going for them:
1. The attractiveness of their love for each other.
2. Their speaking out against the hopelessness that
seeps through campus life.
3. Local pastors and faculty members who give time
to Bible teaching.
4. Their insistence on absolute truth in the quagmire
of relativism.
5. Disciplining themselves to work out the
implications of Christian truth as it relates to their
university studies and to the hot contemporary social
and political issues.
Reprinted from Youth Today, published by Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship.

Two B in C Youth Enter V.S.
Keith Barr, Grantham, Pa., has begun a two-year
term of voluntary service at Children's Center,
Washington, D.C., as a recreational aide. He is a
graduate of the Mechanicsburg Area Senior High
School. He is a member of the Grantham Brethren in
Christ. Church, Grantham, Pa.
December 25, 1971

Vaughn Engle, Upland, Calif., recently began a twoyear term of voluntary service as a teacher in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He is a graduate of Messiah College with a B.S. in
mathematics. Vaughn is a member of the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church, Upland, Calif.
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Valley, Calif., formerly of Shenks congregation, Pa.

Jemison Valley Dedicates Church
The weekend of September 11 and 12
marked the dedication of the new church in the
hills of Tioga County, Pa. Saturday evening
Bishop Ginder spoke of his recent tour of Israel
and the Prophetic Conference held in
Jerusalem. Sunday afternoon the church was
filled for the dedication service when Pastor
Samuel Oldham preached the dedication
sermon. Bishop Ginder had charge of the
dedication ritual. The Jemison Valley Church
was opened as a mission church about 1957
with the building completed about 1961. When
it was found unwise to put an addition to this
church building in 1967, plans were started for
a new church. The building committee consisted of Rev.. Allen Brubaker, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Plank, Mrs. Nellie Ackley, Mr. Jay
Heisey, Mr. Titus Risser and the pastor.

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
The Palmyra congregation reports Rev.
Jacob B. Funk, 92 years old, received a perfect
attendance certificate at the Sunday school for
the past year. He has had a perfect attendance
record for 14 out of the past 17 years.
Mr. and M>-s. Paul H. Miller, of the Palmyra
congregation, celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary at an informal reception in the
Palmyra Church. The Millers were married

On October 10 the Collingwood Church
celebrated its 25th year of service in the present
location. Rev. G. C. Sheffer was the guest
speaker. Rev. Roy Peterman served as
evangelist from November 11 to November 25.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
November 17 was a night of fellowship
shared by families with a cooperative meal at
the Christian Union Church. Families shared
interesting experiences of home life. This was
followed by a devotional by Pastor Melvin
Boose.
Congratulations are in order for the Pomeroy
Chapel in Smithville, Tenn., for winning second
place in Class B Sunday Schools during the
Forward Campaign. This congregation has
been nearly "crowded out" the past two months
or so jnd are needing expansion room.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
November 5, 1921, at the bride's home by her
father, the late Rev. John A. Brandt. Mr.
Miller is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey D. Miller of Jonestown, Pa.
The Millers are parents of five children:
Richard J., Mildred (Mrs. Kenneth E. Hess),
June (Mrs. Lane Hostetter), Naomi (Mrs.
Robert Kleinfelter), and Everett S.
The Souderton Church records eleven as
being baptized the evening of November 21. On
November 28 six were received into the
fellowship of the church.

The Abilene Church reports two being
received into fellowship of the church on
November 24.

PACIFIC CONFERENCE
The Upland Church had a reception service
November 28 when eight were received into the
membership of the church. The evening of the
14th, nine were given the rite of baptism.
Former bishop, J. H. Wagaman, a member
of the Upland congregation, recently celebrated
his 98th birthday.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
The Boyle congregation held a joint service
with the Port Colborne congregation October
31 at which time three young men followed the
Lord in baptism. On November 14 the
Homecoming service brought together many
former friends. Bishop Roy Sider was the guest
speaker for the day.
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BIRTHS
Anderson: Richard Francis, Jr., born Oct. 19
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Anderson, Fairview
congregation, Pa.
Armstrong: Crystal Renee, born Nov. 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Armstrong, Spring

Bare: Michelle Joy, born Oct. 30 to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Bare, Fairland congregation, Pa.
Bearss: Tricia Renee, born Dec. 2 to Mr. and
Mrs. Mer'vyn Bearss, Falls View congregation,
Ontario, Canada.
Bert: Tanya Janeen, born Oct. 26 to Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Bert, Charlottesville, Va., members
of the South Mountain Chapel congregation,
Pa.
Blough: Roiann Michelle, born Oct. 9 to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Blough, Mt. Pleasant congregation, Pa.
Broadwater: Norma Faye, born Oct. 30 to
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Broadwater, Five Forks
congregation, Pa.
Cober: Christopher and Wendy, born Nov.
25 to Rev. and Mrs. James Cober, Purnea,
Bihar, India. Brother Cober is from Canada.
Freeman: Kimberly Sue, born Dec. 3 to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Freeman, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
George: Dana Marie, born Sept. 9 to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul C. George, Bethel Springs congregation, Pa.
Ginder: Heather Yvonne, born Oct. 25 to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ginder, Skyline View congregation, Pa.
Glover: Amy Lynette, born Nov. 7 to Mr.
and Mrs. H. Lamar Glover, Sr., Paramount
congregation, Md.
Hess: Christian Lee, born Nov. 19 to Mr.
and Mrs. John P. Hess, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Hoffer: Dennis Gene, born Nov. 28 to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Hoffer, Shenk's congregation, Pa.
Hoke: Amy Elyssa, born Nov. 17 to Mr. and
Mrs.
C a r l t o n H o k e , Pleasant Hill
congregation, Ohio.
Isaac: Craig Alvin, born Dec. 4 to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Isaac, Falls View congregation,
Ontario, Canada.
Long: Rebekah Elaine, born Nov. 10 to Mr.
and M r s . David Long, M o n t g o m e r y
congregation, Pa.
O'Conner: Dawn Renee, born Nov. 8 to Mr.
and M r s . J o e O ' C o n n e r , M o r r i s o n
congregation, Illinois.
Peachey: Rena Joyann, born Dec. 4 to Mr.
and Mrs. Kore D. Peachey, Big Valley congregation, Pa.
Roth: Jeremy Arthur, born Oct. 31 to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Roth, Cheapside congregation, Ontario.
Weist: Steven Lloyd, born Sept. 27 to Mr.
and Mrs. Sebert Weist, Shermans Valley congregation, Pa.
Willis: Kevin Jay, born Aug. 30 to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Willis, Saxton congregation, Pa.

WEDDINGS
Bouder-Deaver: Vickie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Deaver, and Charles, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles T. Bouder, both of Waynesboro,

Evangelical Visitor

Pa., Nov. 14 in the Hollowell Church with Rev.
Paul McBeth officiating.
Royer-Gringer: Dorothy, daughter of Mrs.
Leonard Peck, and Samuel II, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Royer, both of Waynesboro, Pa.,
Nov. 28 in the Hollowell Church with Rev. P.
W. McBeth officiating.
Painter-Schaeffer: Audrey Kay, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Schaeffer of Rehrersburg,
Pa., and Lane R., son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Painter, Palmyra, Pa., Nov. 6 in the Trinity
United Church of Christ, Rehrersburg, Pa.
Schwartz-Dourte: Maxine, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Jesse Dourte, Manheim, Pa., and
Luther, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Schwartz,
Hellam, Pa., at the Mastersonville Church,
Nov. 27 with Rev. Jesse Dourte and Rev. Glenn
Schwartz officiating.
Scott-Walck: Lillian, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Walck, and Harvey E., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Scott, both of
Waynesboro, Pa., Nov. 12 in the New Guilford
Church with Rev. Marlin Ressler officiating.
Stern-Knepper: Anita, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Knepper, Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
and Charles, son of Rev. and Mrs. Amos Stern,
Hollidaysburg, Pa., July 10 in the Grantham
Church with Rev. Leroy Tyson officiating,
assisted by the groom's father.
Strite-C'hamberlin: Aletha Kay, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Chamberlin, and Ronald,
son of Mrs. Doris Strite, Waynesboro, Pa., and
Mr. Amos Strite, Jr., of Hagerstown, Md., at
the Five Forks Church, Nov. 20, with Rev.
James Esh officiating.

OBITUARIES
Bert: Ezra S. Bert, age 74, passed away Nov.
23, 1971. His wife, Carrie preceded him in
death in 1967. He was a member of the
Mowersville Church, serving as Sunday school
superintendent, teacher, and as a trustee for
many years. He is survived by nine children:
Mrs. Pauline Mowery, Arthur W., David C ,
Mrs. Annie Grove, Mrs. Mary Shultz, Mrs.
Martha Vereide, Grace, James A., and Alvin
M.; 32 grandchildren; and five greatgrandchildren. Funeral services were held from
the Mowersville Church with Pastor Avery
Musser officiating, assisted by two grandsons,
Rev. Harry Bert and Rev. Norman Mowery.
Burial was in the Mowersville Cemetery.
Bussard: Anna B. Bussard, a long-time
member of the Clear Creek Church, was born
March 6, 1901, and passed away Nov. 30, 1971.
Interment was in the cemetery at Everett, Pa.,
following services at Clear Creek by Pastor
Curtis B. Bryant.
Keefer: Samuel R. Keefer was born Oct. 5,
1906 and passed away Nov. 22, 1971. He was
the son of Samuel S. and Alice Keefer of
Grantham, Pa. He was married to Cora
McCulloh who survives, as do two children:
Herbert and Mrs. Larry Ward; a foster
daughter, Anny Meyer Engle; two brothers;
three sisters; and nine grandchildren. The
funeral was conducted from the Grantham
Church with Rev. Paul Hostetler officiating,
assisted by Rev. Albert Engle, Rev. Fred
Swartz, and Dr. Robert Ives. Interment was
in the Grantham Cemetery.

December 25, 1971

Koppenhaver: Pearl M. Koppenhaver was
born at Oriental, Pa., June 11, 1886, and passed
away Sept. 24, 1971. She was married to
Arthur Koppenhaver who preceded her in
death. She is survived by one son, Arthur; two
daughters: Mrs. Harvey Goodling and Mrs.
Robert Hoffman; 17 grandchildren; and 22
great-grandchildren. Funeral services were conducted by Rev. Glenn Hostetter with interment
in the Free Grace Cemetery, Pa.
Kratz: Mrs. Mary E. Kratz was born Jan. 22,
1891, and passed away Nov. 21, 1971. She was
a member of the Grantham Church. Her
husband, Joseph Kratz, preceded her in death
nine years ago. Surviving are two children:
John and Rachel; also two grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted from the
Geigle Funeral Home in Harrisburg, Pa., with
Rev. Paul Hostetler officiating, assisted by
Rev. LeRoy Walters. Interment was in the
Grantham Cemetery.
Kreider: John H. Kreider, age 69, was born
in Campbelltown, Pa., a son of the late Bishop
Henry K. and Katie Hoffman Kreider. He was
a deacon of the Elizabethtown Church for
many years and a Sunday school teacher. He is
survived by his wife, Anna Kuhns Kreider; two
sons: Dr. John K., of East Petersburg and Dr.
Henry L., of Madhipura, India; a daughter,
M r s . R o y J. P e t e r m a n ; and e i g h t
grandchildren. Other survivers are two brothers
and three sisters.
Funeral services were held from the
Elizabethtown Church with Rev. Glenn Ginder
officiating. A special tribute was given by Rev.
Norman Wingert. Interment was in the Mount
Tunnel Cemetery.
Mater: John Oscar Mater was born June 16,
1876, and passed away Nov. 30, 1971. He is
survived by three sons: John, Aden, and Basel;
three daughters: Evelyn, Eleanor, and Doris; 12
grandchildren; 26 great-grandchildren; and one
sister. Funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Edward Gilmore, assisted by Rev. Ronald
Lofthouse. Interment was in the Zion
Cemetery.
Musser: Clarence A. Musser, age 74, passed
away Nov. 29, 1971. He was a member of the
Mowersville Church, serving as a deacon for 25
years, retiring in 1970. He was also a member
of the Board of .Directors of Roxbury Holiness
Camp and caretaker for the camp. Surviving
are his wife, Nannie Gayman Musser; seven
children: Paul J., Mrs. Mary Esther Wengert,
and Clarence A., Jr.; 31 grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren; two brothers; and two
sisters.
Funeral services were held at the Air Hill
Church with Pastor Avery Musser, Bishop
Charlie Byers, and Bishop Henry Ginder officiating. Interment was in the Air Hill Cemetery.
Sollenberger: Mrs. Anna Moist
Sollenberger, 84, of Parkside Home, Hillsboro,
Kansas, passed away Oct. 10, 1971. She was
born Aug. 28, 1887 in Englewood, Ohio, and is
survived by a son, Harold. Funeral services
were conducted from the Rosebank Church
with Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder and Rev.
Charles Norman officiating. Burial was in the
Hope Cemetery.
Stern: Earl K. Stern, son of Aaron H. and
Catherine Stern, was born in Roaring Spring,
Pa., Sept. 18, 1887, and passed away at Lock
Haven, Pa., Nov. 23, 1971. He was married to

Martha Musser, who survives. He is also survived by seven children: Aaron, Ira, Mary Kay
(Mrs. Alden Long), Irvin, Myron, Lucille
(Mrs. Keith Ulery), and Harold; four brothers
and two sisters.
He was converted in 1912 and during his
lifetime served in various offices of the local
church including that of deacon at both the
Martinsburg and Cedar Springs Churches—a
total of 41 years. He was a former member of
the Board of Trustees of Messiah College and
served as business manager of the Navajo
Mission.
Funeral services were held at the Cedar
Springs Church with his pastor, Rev. Clarence
Brubaker, officiating, assisted by Bishop Henry
A. Ginder. Interment was in the Cedar Springs
Cemetery.
Switzer: Mary Book Switzer was born near
Hope, Kansas, July 18, 1887, and passed away
Oct. 5, 1971. In 1893 she moved with her
parents to the Thomas, Okla., area where she
spent her entire life. On March 15, 1914, she
was united in marriage to Samuel Switzer who
survives with six children: Wilbur, Maurice,
Charles, Mrs. Levi Rohrer, Mrs. Bert Zook,
and Mrs. Anna Switzer; 17 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren; and two brothers.
Funeral services were held in the Bethany
Church, Thomas, Okla., with pastor Henry
Landis officiating, assisted by Bishop Dave
Miller.
Turpin: James Allen Turpin was born March
31, 1968. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Turpin, Hummelstown, Pa. Funeral
services were held from the Miller Funeral
Home with Rev. Allon B. Dourte officiating.
Interment was in the Conoy Cemetery.
Whisler: George E. Whisler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Whisler, was born in Ashland
County, Ohio, July 19, 1880, and passed away
Nov. 4, 1971, in Abilene, Kansas. He grew to
manhood in Ashland County and became

active in the ministry of the church in 1901. On
Dec. 25, 1903, he was united in marriage with
Epheori Horst who predeceased him in 1965.
They had an adopted daughter, Dorcas, who
passed away in 1944. Brother Whisler was
active in the Lord's work until his retirement in
September of 1952. He served the Abilene
church on two different occasions: from 19211935 and from 1945-1952. He also served
pastorates in Buffalo, N. Y.; Saskatchewan,
Canada; and San Diego, Calif. He is survived
by two sisters-in-law and 25- nieces and
nephews. Funeral services were held at the
Abilene Church with Rev. Edward Rickman in
charge, assisted by Rev. M. M. Book and Rev.
Charles Norman. Burial was in the Abilene
Cemetery.
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When angels sang o'er Bethlehem
The priests and Levites, deaf and blind,
No music heard, no vision saw,
But in the temple stayed behind;
The formal care of sacred things
Hid from their eyes the angel wings.
So near in body, far in thought,
The Babe divine they never saw;
Within the stable shepherds knelt,
But not the guardians of God's law;
What prophets taught these teachers knew,
But Christ was hidden from their view.
Three pagan princes from afar
Found light to guide them through the night,
But Herod near Christ's birthplace dwelt
As dwell the blind amid the light;
For him the bright star shone in vain,
And passed unheard the angel strain.
When angels sing may we be near
To catch the melody divine;
And when a star Thy message brings,
On watching eyes, Lord, may it shine,
Yea, let each town Thy birthplace be,
And in each child let us see Thee.

The editorial and publishing staff
at Evangel Press wishes to all our
readers the blessings of Hope and
Joy and Peace at this Holy Season
and the sense of God's presence as
we enter a new and unknown year.
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